Effect of telehealth-to-home interventions on quality of life for individuals with depressive and anxiety disorders
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Abstract: Although millions of individuals suffer from mental health problems worldwide, only a small fraction receives adequate treatment. The high prevalence of depression and anxiety observed worldwide, in conjunction with very low rates of treatment utilization, are of great clinical significance, as these psychiatric conditions are two of the most important determinants of quality of life (QoL). Telehealth interventions have been touted as potential solutions to these mental health care disparities, with great interest and utility demonstrated across a diverse array of medical and psychiatric populations. Telehealth interventions may be clinic-based or home-based. The primary objective of this paper is to highlight the extent to which telehealth-to-home interventions positively impact multiple facets of QoL for individuals with depression and anxiety disorders, including those with comorbid medical conditions. While QoL outcomes are important to consider in any assessment of treatment effectiveness, QoL enhancement has received limited attention in the telemental health literature to date. All studies included in the present review evaluate telehealth-to-home treatments, assess QoL outcomes, and incorporate some degree of live, synchronous therapist-patient contact. Recommendations to advance the application of telehealth-to-home approaches are proposed and include: additional research on video-to-home telehealth platforms, strategies to increase the adoption of telehealth-to-home interventions amongst mental health treatment providers, national legislative reform to establish fair and appropriate reimbursement parameters for telehealth-to-home care, standardized definitions of telehealth-to-home services to facilitate provider engagement and reimbursement, and systematic approaches for measuring the cost-effectiveness of telehealth-to-home treatments.
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Introduction

The term “telehealth” refers to health care information that is delivered through a variety of media (eg, email, web-based interactive platforms, telephone calls, self-help books), rather than through face-to-face meetings between patients and providers.\textsuperscript{1} In the context of mental health services, telehealth refers to assessment, psychoeducation, medication monitoring, and group or individual therapy conducted via these methods. Telehealth treatments are increasingly gaining attention in the clinical psychology repertoire, as relevant empirical evidence comes to light and the potential advantages of the telehealth approach in dealing with challenges currently facing the field become apparent.\textsuperscript{2} Telehealth is used to connect a patient in one location with a provider in a separate location. This can include linking a rural clinic with an urban medical center. It can also include linking a patient in their home (via telephone or videoconferencing) to a provider, which is referred to as “telehealth-to-home”, and is the focus of the current paper.
The rationale for telehealth interventions to treat psychological disorders rests on evidence of a vast disparity between the number of individuals in need of mental health services and the number who actually utilize them. Based on an international World Health Organization (WHO) study, roughly 50% of the US population will meet criteria for a psychological diagnosis at some point in their lifetime and the 12-month prevalence of diagnosable mental illness in the USA was estimated at 25%, translating to approximately 75 million current US citizens. In a WHO-sponsored international study of more than 25 countries, the USA had the highest lifetime and 12-month psychological diagnosis rates. Moreover, significant mental health burden has been observed in numerous countries throughout the world.3

Depression and anxiety disorders are two of the most pervasive and destructive mental health issues facing the field of clinical psychology. The WHO reports that depression is the third most significant cause of illness worldwide,4 and that anxiety disorders are the most common class of disorders in the general population.5 The lifetime prevalence of major depression in US adults is 16%, and the 12-month prevalence rate has been calculated at 7%,6 with many more individuals meeting criteria for subclinical depression or dysthymia. Moreover, the lifetime prevalence of anxiety disorders in US adults has been reported at 28.8%.6

Mental health care disparities
Although millions of individuals suffer from mental health problems worldwide, only a small fraction receives adequate treatment. Many do not go on to seek help and those who do initiate treatment often prematurely discontinue services.8 For example, one study found that only 10%–45% of patients with major depression ever schedule an initial appointment,7 while another research group demonstrated that, of those who do attend at least one appointment, more than half drop out of treatment.8 Individuals with chronic medical conditions may be among the most vulnerable to disparities in mental health care access and utilization. Specifically, estimates suggest that at least 50% of depressed medical and homebound elderly patients are suboptimally treated for their psychiatric concerns, with a significant proportion never receiving any mental health care.9-12

The mental health field is replete with barriers to seeking care that account for the treatment gap. These include a lack of financial resources, lack of readily available treatment, lack of time, lack of caregiver support with treatment use, transport difficulties, limited provider base in a given specialty area, the effects of physical impairment or psychological distress, stigma, cultural factors, and poor mental health literacy.11,13,14 A significant portion of these factors involves difficulty accessing mental health care services. First, treatment facilities are often too distant for many patients to reach. Services tend to be disproportionately concentrated in more densely populated urban areas, such that those living in rural areas are geographically isolated from care.15-17 For example, many primary care providers in rural settings report a dire need for mental health services, particularly the delivery of evidence-based treatment modalities.18 Second, access to mental health treatment for many individuals is limited by physical conditions that make leaving the home a significant challenge,19 independent of the distance to the treatment facility. Third, specialized knowledge and expertise is often needed to treat complex patient groups with multiple medical and psychiatric comorbidities, as well as those from diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds. The number of providers with these specialized skill sets is likely limited in most geographic regions.11 Telehealth services, utilizing telephone or video-to-home platforms, hold promise for overcoming these access barriers.

Impact on quality of life
The term quality of life (QoL) broadly refers to an individual’s general well being and the extent to which a person is able to enjoy the important possibilities that life has to offer, across multiple, heterogeneous domains (eg, physical, psychological, spiritual, social).19,20 For example, several specific subtypes of QoL have been proposed, and include areas such as engagement in activities of daily living, social functioning, community involvement, physical mobility, pain, emotional well-being, and fatigue. Related to this, health-related QoL refers to the psychosocial consequences of the physical, mental, and social aspects of a medical illness.21

The high rates of depression and anxiety observed worldwide, in conjunction with very low rates of treatment utilization, are of great clinical significance, as these psychiatric conditions are two of the most important determinants of QoL. Approximately 60% of individuals with major depressive disorder experience severe functional impairment.5 Moreover, research indicates that anxiety disorders adversely impact QoL at both the threshold and subthreshold severity levels.22 In medical populations, depression and anxiety exert a stronger influence on all aspects of QoL than physical disability.23 Thus, successful treatment of depression and anxiety is a necessary prerequisite to optimization of functioning, satisfaction, and enjoyment across all areas of life. In addition, understanding QoL outcomes is necessary to gauge whether treatments
not only alleviate psychiatric symptoms, but also the daily life struggles associated with mental health concerns.

**Telehealth solution?**

Telehealth interventions have been touted as potential solutions to these mental health care disparities, with great interest and utility demonstrated across a diverse array of medical and psychiatric populations. Telehealth not only eliminates geographical barriers to evidence-based mental health treatment, but also permits the centralization of services, allowing for a concentration of expert providers to deliver specialty psychiatric care to individuals across great distances. Studies suggest that telehealth-to-home treatments for depression and anxiety are beneficial, with attrition rates substantially lower than those observed for in-person, face-to-face psychotherapy. For example, in a recent randomized controlled trial, telehealth-to-home, eg, telephone-based cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), was associated with significant reductions in depressive symptoms, as well as improved treatment adherence (compared with in-person face-to-face CBT), in depressed primary care patients. In a separate study, telephone-based CBT was found to be more effective than usual care (ie, antidepressants) in the long-term treatment of depression in primary care. Notably, telephone management (symptom monitoring and support) of depressive symptoms, as well as telephone management plus telephone CBT, were associated with an additional 29 and 46 depression-free days, respectively, compared with clinic-based usual care, over 24 months. Finally, telemedicine-based collaborative care clinic models for depression in rural federally qualified health centers have been linked with significantly greater reductions in depression symptoms compared with practice-based collaborative care. Importantly, therapeutic alliance (eg, quality of the relationship between therapist and client) and adherence (eg, fidelity to evidence-based treatment protocols) remains high across a variety of telehealth treatment delivery methods.

**Rationale for the focus of this paper**

To date, several comprehensive review papers have been published regarding the feasibility and effect of telemental health interventions for both medical and psychiatric disorders. Common telehealth delivery methods include videoconference, telephone, Internet, or email. Primary therapeutic modalities include CBT (a structured treatment approach that targets the thoughts and behaviors related to the onset and maintenance of psychopathology), interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT; a manualized treatment in which depressive symptoms are addressed by seeking to reduce interpersonal conflict and stress), problem-solving therapy (a therapeutic approach for depression in older adults that seeks to increase effective use of social, ie, help-seeking and personal resources), supportive therapy, antidepressant medication management, and psychoeducation.

Telehealth interventions may be clinic-based or home-based. In the case of clinic-based telemedicine, experts provide remote specialty care to patients in the patients’ local community health center. Clinic-based telemedicine, at a minimum, requires patients to travel from their homes to another location (eg, medical office). Alternatively, telehealth interventions delivered directly into the patients’ home completely eliminate the need for patient travel. Both approaches have merit. The appropriateness of telehealth-to-home versus telehealth-to-clinic depends on a range of clinical variables, such as medical complexity, the need for ancillary medical staff to be on location during the clinical encounter, and the patient’s comfort level with technology.

The primary objective of this paper is to highlight the extent to which telehealth-to-home interventions positively impact multiple facets of QoL, for individuals with depression and anxiety disorders. The clinical significance of this metric (eg, QoL enhancement), has only received limited attention in telemental health reviews to date. All studies included in the present review incorporate some degree of live, spontaneous therapist–patient contact. The rationale for these three key inclusion criteria (telehealth-to-home, QoL outcomes, live synchronous therapist–patient contact) is further delineated below.

**Telehealth-to-home**

One of the primary advantages of telehealth approaches over traditional face-to-face therapy is that they reduce barriers to treatment related to transport and geographic location. To date, several studies have explored the use of telehealth-to-clinic interventions implemented in primary care settings, which are often the only available source of mental health treatment in rural settings. As only 25% of primary care settings have mental health professionals on staff, collaborative care approaches have been developed in which off-site mental health professionals interface with patients and primary care providers in the clinic using videoconferencing, telephone, and the Internet, with promising results obtained within the Veteran Affairs (VA) primary care system and elsewhere. While telehealth treatments such as these, based in primary care or other satellite locations, may increase access to mental health services in certain scenarios, eg, in rural
areas where primary care services are locally available but mental health services are not, they still require the patient to secure transport to a clinic setting, which may be a significant challenge for patients struggling with severe physical, psychological or economic limitations. Therefore, our review emphasizes studies in which interventions have been delivered directly to patients’ homes, typically via telephone or videoconference technology.

Quality of life

While many studies of psychological interventions focus on their impact on symptom frequency and severity, symptom reduction that corresponds to a measurable improvement in QoL is of the greatest clinical significance. The use of QoL measures in assessing patient outcomes improves the construct validity of “treatment success” and bypasses the danger that symptom severity and QoL are uncorrelated. With that perspective in mind, this review focuses on telehealth studies that include a diverse array of QoL measures in addition to symptom severity assessment.

Synchronous patient–therapist contact

One important criterion differentiating telehealth approaches is the degree to which they offer real-time contact between patient and provider. On the one end of the spectrum are treatments delivered entirely or largely via interactive software programs and the Internet. Many such treatments utilize a CBT approach, perhaps in part because the emphasis of CBT on the collection and analysis of data relating to patients’ thoughts, feelings, and behaviors is well suited to a computerized treatment setting. While many telehealth interventions entail minimal patient–provider contact (eg, automated, interactive, computerized self-help programs), others require a level of contact comparable with that of traditional face-to-face psychotherapy (eg, telephone or videoconferencing-based interventions).

Several large-scale, randomized controlled trials of asynchronous computerized interventions (eg, “Beating the Blues” or “MoodGYM”) have yielded promising results with respect to depression, anxiety, and QoL. However, varying levels of therapist contact offer different advantages. Low-contact telehealth interventions are by nature more scalable and cost-effective than high-contact therapies. Yet, several studies suggest that telehealth interventions with greater contact lead to better patient outcomes.

A meta-analysis by Andersson and Cuijpers showed that interventions with some professional support yielded a significantly greater outcome (Cohen’s d = 0.61) than those without professional help (Cohen’s d = 0.25). In a separate meta-analysis of 12 randomized controlled trials using Internet-based CBT interventions, with contact protocols ranging from no therapist contact at all to indirect monitoring and feedback with supplemental telephone check-ins, a large effect size was found in interventions in which there was at least some therapist support, and a small effect size was found for interventions in which there was no therapist support. Moreover, a study comparing the MoodGYM computerized intervention alone and in combination with face-to-face CBT showed that while the computerized intervention alone was not significantly more effective than a no-treatment control, MoodGYM in combination with face-to-face CBT was more effective than either active intervention alone.

Although drawn from a relatively small number of studies with a modest amount of contact protocol heterogeneity, these findings suggest that despite the advantages of automating interventions, the involvement of a real human being in the therapeutic process remains important. The association between greater therapist contact and outcome may be due to common factors associated with psychotherapy outcomes, such as rapport, empathy, and warmth. In addition, therapist contact allows for greater ease in individually tailoring treatment in high-contact therapies. Based on these results and the thorough summaries of low-contact interventions already available in the literature, this review focuses on synchronous, moderate-contact, and high-contact interventions.

Representative articles that meet the aforementioned study selection criteria are further described below for those with psychiatric and medical comorbidities, as well as for primary depressive and anxiety disorder disturbances.

Study selection methods

In identifying studies eligible for inclusion in the paper, we first conducted several literature searches within the PsychInfo database. Searches using combinations of the search terms “telemedicine”, “telehealth”, “depression”, “major depression”, and “anxiety” yielded approximately 250 studies. A second search using combinations of the search terms “review”, “telehealth”, “telemedicine”, “anxiety”, and “depression” yielded approximately 45 review articles. Empirical studies that met the three study selection criteria described above, and reviews that referenced studies that met these criteria, became candidates for inclusion. Within this set of articles, we preferentially selected articles that were more methodologically sound (eg, larger sample...
size, active controls) or added unique content (eg, illustrated telehealth interventions with different population). In addition, approximately 40 articles relating to disorder prevalence and other supporting data were gathered, and a smaller subset of articles was gleaned based on the currency and relevance of the articles. The final set of empirical studies, reviews, and supporting articles totaled 125.

**Review of the evidence**

**Medical populations**

A considerable body of research has addressed synchronous telemedicine interventions for patients with comorbid medical and psychiatric conditions. Telehealth-to-home treatments (predominantly telephone-based) have targeted depression and anxiety in the context of chronic medical conditions such as multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, HIV/AIDS, diabetes, heart disease, traumatic brain injury, dementia, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, spinal cord injury, amputation, and stroke, among others. For example, Dobkin et al found that ten sessions of telephone-based CBT were associated with notable improvements in depression, anxiety, and proactive coping for depressed people with Parkinson’s disease in a treatment development pilot, with larger controlled studies under development.

Medical illness increases the likelihood that patients will confront significant mobility barriers to mental health treatment, making populations with medical and psychiatric comorbidities particularly appropriate for telehealth-to-home approaches. Importantly, in our experience, studies of patients with comorbid medical and psychiatric conditions are more likely to include QoL outcome measures than studies focusing on a single mental health diagnosis, since in the former, the psychological concerns are being considered in the wider context of the patients’ general health, making studies on populations with chronic medical conditions particularly relevant to this review.

In general, research supports the feasibility and effectiveness of telehealth-to-home treatments for medically ill populations with comorbid depression and anxiety that combine traditional therapeutic approaches with interventions specifically targeting medical symptoms. However, one noteworthy caveat to telehealth research in such populations is that medical treatment is often delivered concurrently with mental health treatment, making it more difficult to separate the effects of the study intervention from those of medical treatment. Representative studies are discussed further below.

**Multiple sclerosis**

Several randomized-controlled trials have demonstrated the efficacy of telephone-administered treatments in alleviating depression associated with multiple sclerosis. For example, a study by Mohr et al compared the effectiveness of telephone-mediated CBT with telephone-mediated emotion-focused therapy in treating 127 participants suffering from depression and multiple sclerosis. The central goal of the study was to assess whether a CBT treatment administered by telephone conferred benefits beyond those attributed to nonspecific factors (eg, the therapeutic relationship, empathy, personalized treatment based on a manual) putatively at play in emotion-focused treatment. Each treatment involved weekly 50-minute sessions over 16 weeks. Care was taken to isolate the effects of treatment content specific to CBT, in order to determine if concrete coping skills could be taught effectively through this remote platform. Study results showed significant reductions in depressive symptoms and frequency of a major depressive disorder diagnosis for both emotion-focused and CBT treatment groups. However, at post-treatment, patients receiving CBT exhibited even greater decreases in depressive symptoms and rate of major depressive disorder diagnoses, and greater increases in positive affect, compared with patients receiving emotion-focused therapy. Telephone-based treatment was also associated with significant improvements in overall QoL, social support, and coping skills, as well as reductions in multiple sclerosis-related physical disability, fatigue, and pain. Treatment gains were maintained at follow-up for both groups.

In a separate study by the same group that compared telephone-based CBT with usual care for individuals dealing with multiple sclerosis and depression, telephone-based CBT was not only associated with significant reductions in depression, but was also linked to improved adherence to disease-modifying therapy, interferon β-1a, a critical functional outcome for those living with multiple sclerosis. Telephone-based physical activity counseling, utilizing a motivational interviewing approach, has also been found to reduce both the severity and overall incidence of major depressive disorder in multiple sclerosis, to improve physical activity levels, and to reduce the physical side effects associated with having multiple sclerosis.

**Diabetes and cardiac health**

Noteworthy telehealth-to-home platforms have also been established for treating depression in diabetic and cardiac patients. Piette et al compared the effectiveness of a telephone-delivered CBT treatment, combined with a walking
program, with a usual care control (provision of self-help materials and psychoeducation) for 291 patients suffering from diabetes and depressive symptoms. The experimental treatment consisted of 12 weekly telephone-administered treatment sessions followed by nine monthly booster sessions, in which depressive symptoms were addressed first, followed by the importance of the walking program. Relative to the control group, the treatment group showed a significant improvement in depressive symptoms (remittance rate: treatment group 58%, control group 39%), systolic blood pressure, and physical activity during treatment, as measured by steps taken per day. Physical functioning, role limitations, perceived coping skills, and self-efficacy regarding physical activity improved only in the treatment group. Unfortunately, however, the study results did not show a significant improvement in glycemic control for the treatment condition, which may have been the result of a floor effect, since 70% of patients showed plasma glucose concentrations below 8%, within 1% of the recommended range for diabetic plasma glucose. Thus, although this treatment condition did not confer an advantage over the control on a main health-related measure in the diabetic population (glycemic control), relative improvements in physical activity and a number of other QoL dimensions were observed, as well as a significant higher remission rate for depression.

A collaborative care program for 214 individuals with depression and diabetes or heart disease, with an innovative telehealth follow-up component, also yielded clinically significant effects on key psychiatric, medical, and QoL indicators. Participants were randomly assigned to receive either standard medical treatment (in primary care clinics) or guideline-based collaborative care management, intended to simultaneously manage risk factors for multiple diseases. The 12-month experimental intervention emphasized self-care approaches, motivational interviewing, problem-solving, and pharmacotherapy. The program encompassed ten office-based treatment sessions (primary care), followed by ten telephone-delivered maintenance sessions. The collaborative care management intervention was associated with significant improvements in key medical indicators for diabetes and cholesterol (eg, hemoglobin, blood pressure, cholesterol), depression, QoL, global functioning, and satisfaction with depression treatment.

Lastly, a large study compared a telephone-based psychiatric intervention with the control condition among 302 depressed patients in surgery recovery from a coronary bypass artery graft. The treatment condition consisted of medication management, psychoeducation around depression, discussion of future treatment options, and referral to individual psychotherapy in the community, if requested. Participants in the usual care condition were informed of their depression status, but were not provided with any treatment. Changes in depressive symptoms were assessed with the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, general mental and physical well-being was assessed with the Mental and Physical Health subscales of the Short Form-36 Health Survey, and physical functioning were assessed with the Duke Activity Status Index. The treatment group demonstrated significantly greater improvements compared with the usual care group on depression, mental well-being, and physical functioning (Duke Activity Status Index).

HIV/AIDS
Several telehealth-to-home approaches have successfully addressed depression in HIV-positive patients. One such study compared usual primary care with telephone-delivered interpersonal therapy for 79 rural HIV-positive patients suffering from depression. The usual care condition involved unrestricted access to resources provided by local AIDS service organizations and individual therapy in the community. Depressive symptoms were assessed using the Beck Depression Inventory-II, and QoL indices (eg, relational health and social role performance) were measured using the UCLA Loneliness Scale, Outcome Questionnaire-45, and Provision of Social Relations Scale. Over a 6-week trial period, participants in the IPT condition experienced clinically significant improvement in both depression symptoms and QoL, as assessed by the measures above, relative to the control group. Although the depression response rate for the treatment condition was modest (23% for treatment condition versus 8% for control condition), it compared favorably with response rates typically seen in effectiveness trials. In addition, the study’s treatment length was typical of community mental health settings, suggesting that it may have strong external validity, although IPT treatment for depressed adults typically spans 12–16 weeks, and treatment results might have been improved with added sessions.

Additional studies in HIV-positive samples have also found telephone-based treatment approaches, including CBT, to improve both depression and adherence to antiretroviral medication, and to reduce sexual risk-taking behavior. For example, Himelhoch et al compared telephone-based and face-to-face CBT for depression in 34 low-income individuals living with HIV/AIDS. The intervention involved eleven sessions delivered over 14 weeks, and included a treatment workbook provided to patients and a therapist manual for
Clinicians. Both groups showed significant reductions in depressive symptoms (Cohen’s d effect size estimates on all depression measures were 0.86 or greater for both groups) and reported a strong working alliance and high satisfaction with treatment. Not only was telephone-administered therapy just as effective as in-person treatment, but the telephone-based CBT group also showed significantly greater medication adherence at post-treatment than the face-to-face group. These results suggest that telephone-based interventions may be a feasible, cost-effective means for helping low-income urban residents with depression and chronic comorbid medical illness, which is especially encouraging considering the evidence that economic disadvantage is often a strong barrier to treatment.

**Caregiving**

Telehealth, in addition to being utilized in the treatment of medically ill patients, has been implemented to address depression in caregivers of those with chronic medical conditions. Telephone-administered CBT has been shown to be more effective in reducing psychological distress and burden, compared with routine education and support, for distressed rural caregivers of individuals with dementia. Telephone-based support groups for dementia caregivers have also been linked with decreased depression for older (and possibly more isolated) care partners, as well as increased perception of “personal gains”. The concept of “personal gains” tapped into several QoL indicators for caregivers, such as the ability to form new friendships, strategies for handling loneliness, stress, and depression, as well as techniques for mobilizing health care resources and dealing with family relationships.

Most recently, Glueckauf et al compared face-to-face and telephone-based CBT interventions for 14 depressed African-American caregivers of dementia patients. The intervention involved seven group sessions devoted to dementia psychoeducation and CBT skill development (eg, assertiveness, problem-solving, cognitive restructuring), as well as five one-to-one sessions, in which individual problem-solving and goal-setting was addressed. At post-treatment, significant improvement in symptoms of depression, support assistance, and subjective burden were found in both conditions, with no significant differences in physical symptoms reported. Notably, effect sizes for QoL indicators (assistance support and subjective burden) were in the moderate range. A larger controlled trial is currently underway.

**General depression**

Although the evidence-base supporting the use of telehealth technologies to treat primary depressive disorders is quite impressive, the overwhelming majority of these seminal studies did not meet the inclusion criteria for the current review (eg, telehealth-to-home, focus on QoL outcomes, synchronous therapist-patient contact). A significant number of these “primary depression” trials (ie, not involving populations with medical comorbidities) do not assess QoL outcomes, employ a telehealth-to-clinic protocol, or have very limited or no therapist contact. Thus, many recent and well-designed studies are not included for this reason. Only representative studies that met our inclusion criteria are detailed below.

Interactive videoconferencing to home, using standard webcams and Internet equipment, has effectively been used to treat depression in underserved populations. In a study conducted by Moreno et al, 167 depressed adults from a community-based clinic were randomly assigned to receive a monthly webcam treatment intervention, administered by a psychiatrist, or to usual care by their primary care provider in a primary care clinic. The videoconference intervention was superior to usual care by a primary care provider, as measured by reductions in depressive symptoms and improvement on two QoL measures assessing enjoyment/satisfaction with life and level of perceived disability. Notably, the treatment population was exclusively Hispanic, a group with substantially lower rates of mental health treatment utilization compared with non-Hispanic whites. The acceptability and effectiveness of telepsychiatric interventions in the Moreno study illustrates the promise of telehealth for expanding mental health treatment access to underserved populations.

In another study, nurses in a primary care setting with limited experience in mental health treatment were briefly trained to implement management, of antidepressant medication, depression psychoeducation, and behavioral activation, and were then assigned to treat 102 patients with depressive disorders via telephone over a 6-month period. Depression symptoms were measured using the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale. Fulfillment of work roles was assessed with the Work Limitations Questionnaire, mental and physical health was assessed using the Short Form-12 Mental and Physical Composites, and enjoyment of free time and domestic functioning were also assessed. At follow-up, patients demonstrated significant improvement in depressive symptomatology, with 63% of patients exhibiting a 50% or greater reduction in Hamilton Depression Rating Scale scores. In addition, patients showed significant improvements in the Work Limitations Questionnaire total score (baseline mean 70.4; 6-month assessment mean 87.2), and improvements in all subscales of this questionnaire (eg, time, physical, mental,
and interpersonal demands) compared with baseline. Based on estimations of the amount of work productivity associated with a given gain in the Work Limitations Questionnaire score and the professional occupations of the sample, it was calculated that the intervention saved roughly $2,600 of productivity per patient per year. Although this study did not include a control condition, and its treatment condition makes it difficult to determine the relative contributions of each therapeutic component (talk therapy, antidepressant medication) to treatment outcome, the combined psychosocial/psychiatric intervention effectively simulates “real world” treatment, and the significant improvements across depression and QoL measures suggest that telephone-mediated psychiatric support may be effective for treating unipolar depression.

Lastly, a recent study piloted a telephone-based adaptation of problem-solving therapy (PST) in primary care, randomizing 121 depressed older adults to an in-person PST group, a telephone-based PST group, or a telephone-based control group in which therapists provided supportive therapy and symptom monitoring. Session for all conditions were delivered weekly for 6 weeks, and sessions for both PST condition were 60 minutes long, while the control group telephone sessions were 30 minutes long.

Analyses showed significant advantages in depressive symptom reduction for the in-person PST (Cohen’s d=0.45) and telephone PST (Cohen’s d=0.55) compared with the control group. At 24-week follow-up, the 50% symptom reduction rate was 48.5% for telephone-PST, 42.4% for in-person PST, and 27.6% for the control group. There was a significant inverse relationship between depression severity and personal resourcefulness at the 12-week and 24-week follow-up points. While analyses did not indicate a mediating effect of resourcefulness in depressive symptom reduction for any of the treatment conditions, the authors hypothesize that this QoL indicator (resourcefulness) increased for all study participants due to improved perceptions of self-control and self-efficacy that resulted from trial participation. Overall, the results suggest that that the problem-solving therapy delivered via telehealth may be a highly effective treatment for depression in older adults.

**Anxiety**

**Generalized anxiety disorder**

Brenes et al compared telephone-administered CBT with a psychoeduction control condition in treating a sample of 60 older adults (aged >60 years) suffering from generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, or anxiety disorder not otherwise specified. This intervention entailed telephone sessions in combination with a patient workbook covering topics such as relaxation, behavioral activation, cognitive restructuring, in vivo exposure, relapse prevention, and insomnia. Patients were assigned new chapters once they had adequately completed the previous chapter, as assessed by their clinician. Patients receiving telephone-administered CBT showed significantly greater reductions in anxiety symptoms, insomnia, anxiety sensitivity, and worry compared with controls at post-treatment, but only the gains in worry were maintained at 6-month follow-up. The telephone-administered CBT group also demonstrated significantly greater improvements in QoL (eg, mental well being) at 6-month follow-up. These data suggest that telephone-administered CBT can be effective in treating anxiety and improving QoL, but lasting recovery may require further sessions.

**Social phobia**

Some interventions have combined face-to-face and indirect telehealth-to-home contact in an effort to pool the benefits of each modality. For example, one study involving 64 patients suffering from social phobia compared a waitlist control with a 9-week, Internet-mediated treatment with email contact and two face-to-face group exposure sessions. Access to the next module in the program was contingent on patients’ adequate completion of the homework assignment from the previous module, as assessed by their assigned clinician. Outcome measures included social phobia and depressive symptoms, along with happiness, meaning, and life satisfaction. Participants in the treatment condition showed significant improvement on measures of social anxiety, depression, and global QoL. The authors touted Internet-based therapy as advantageous in the treatment of social phobia due to its increased anonymity, but also decided that live exposure might be necessary for treatment impact, based on the absence of fully remote telehealth treatments for social phobia in the literature.

**Panic disorder**

For panic disorder, most telehealth treatments that are accessible from participant’s homes emphasize Internet or telephone-based therapies. One study randomized participants to bibliotherapy augmented with therapist telephone guidance or four sessions of face-to-face group therapy. Both groups showed improved symptoms and reduced functional impairment. The study also reported that those randomized to the telephone guidance group were more likely to achieve high-end functioning (ie, minimal symptoms and zero panic...
attacks), relative to those assigned to the face-to-face group. Similarly, another study randomized participants to one of two therapist-guided, Internet-based CBT interventions for panic disorder (ie, one with and one without an exposure component).\textsuperscript{101} Both conditions yielded improved symptoms, as well as enhanced work and social functioning. Finally, a 77% remission rate for panic symptoms and improvements in avoidance and overall QoL were obtained (versus a wait-list control) for those participating in Internet-based CBT, supplemented by brief weekly telephone calls with a study clinician.\textsuperscript{3} In this trial, clients were required to turn in practice assignments before proceeding to the next module, a useful technique for encouraging treatment engagement, and only 3.9 therapist hours were spent per client over the 10-week treatment. It should be noted that the literature for panic disorder treatments has a well developed evidence base for Internet-based therapies that are self-guided and include only minimal therapist support via email.\textsuperscript{102–105} Such studies are beyond the scope of this review, as they do not meet inclusion criteria for synchronous patient–client contact.

**Post traumatic stress disorder**

Similar to major depression, research on telehealth-based psychotherapies for treating post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been burgeoning. However, much of this work has focused on clinic-based telehealth therapies (and is thus beyond the scope of this review). This body of research generally shows that psychotherapy delivered via clinic-based telehealth helps achieve meaningful symptom reductions.\textsuperscript{106,107} On the question of equivalency to face-to-face treatments, the evidence is more mixed, and it is likely that studies powered to detect noninferiority are still needed.

The evidence base for PTSD therapies delivered via telehealth to patients’ homes that capture QoL outcomes is much smaller. One study examined a home-based telehealth therapy for veterans with PTSD.\textsuperscript{108} The intervention utilized a combination of face-to-face, telephone, and Internet-based elements. Outcomes showed that 30% of recipients achieved high-end functioning, in terms of reducing symptoms to minimal levels. Another study compared the effectiveness of videoconference and face-to-face group CBT treatment for 38 veterans suffering from PTSD.\textsuperscript{109} Each treatment was 14 weeks long and consisted of 90-minute group therapy sessions. Outcome was assessed at pretreatment, post-treatment, and 3-month follow-up. PTSD symptoms, incidence of traumatic event exposure, and depressive symptoms were assessed, and patients were also asked to rate the frequency of social activities and the quality of their interpersonal relationships on a 1–10 scale. A noninferiority design demonstrated that the face-to-face group outperformed the videoconference treatment, but the differences were not significant. Unfortunately, limited gains were exhibited by both groups.

One case study has also been published, and is notable given that it focuses on the use of home-based telehealth to assist a PTSD patient dealing with suicidality.\textsuperscript{110} Such cases address the common safety concern pertaining to home-based telehealth, in this case illustrating the successful use of telehealth to conduct a crisis intervention and the process by which it was achieved. Underway is a noninferiority, randomized trial examining prolonged exposure, delivery home-based telehealth versus face-to-face.\textsuperscript{107}

**Summary**

Under the traditional, individual face-to-face treatment paradigm, mental health care is currently suffering from a “person-power” problem\textsuperscript{111} in which individual providers’ caseloads are too small to close the gap between need and service availability.\textsuperscript{90,112} Individual face-to-face psychotherapy delivered by mental health professionals with post-graduate training arguably has little hope of delivering treatment on the scale required, and alternative methods of treatments are needed. Telehealth-to-home treatments hold significant promise for reducing mental health care disparities and improving the many facets of QoL for individuals with depressive and anxiety disorders, including the elderly and those with chronic medical conditions (Table 1).

Telehealth-to-home approaches may be particularly advantageous for those with medical and psychiatric comorbidities. Several conclusions may be drawn from the telehealth-to-home research that has been conducted in medical groups to date. First, results suggest that telephone-mediated psychosocial interventions are helpful for depressed medical populations confronting significant barriers to face-to-face treatment. Second, therapeutic approaches that emphasize nonspecific factors (such as emotion-focused therapy) positively impact depression. Third, CBT for depression may offer benefits for QoL above and beyond those conferred by nonspecific therapeutic factors. Lastly, skills-based CBT can effectively be disseminated via a remote telehealth-to-home platform. Table 2 provides a quantitative summary of the evidence reviewed in this paper suggesting that telehealth interventions can offer benefits across a wide variety of QoL domains.

To date, a common concern with telehealth interventions is that the lack of the “human touch” resulting from remote contact might compromise the attractiveness of these
treatments to clients, since the strength of the client–therapist relationship has been cited as a powerful ingredient in therapeutic change. However, research on telehealth-to-home interventions for depression and anxiety show that these interventions have equivalent or even lower attrition rates than face-to-face individual psychotherapy, suggesting that such treatments may be just as acceptable as face-to-face therapy to clients, perhaps in large part due to their convenience. Suggestions to accelerate this promising line of research are further described below (Table 3).

The conclusiveness of this telehealth literature search may be limited by publication bias. First, the search terms used were relatively limited, and the search strategies used were simplistic. In addition, successful identification of articles depended on authors conceiving their work as “telemedicine” or “telehealth”. Although these terms were encountered in many articles, studies that met our criteria but were not characterized as “telehealth” or “telemedicine” studies may have been missed by our searches. Third, although anxiety and depressive disorders are two of the most significant mental health challenges facing the field of psychology today, this paper’s exclusive focus on these disorders limits the generalizability of findings regarding psychosocial telehealth interventions for other psychological problems. Lastly, papers that were not written in English were not considered, further limiting the pool of identifiable studies.

### Future directions

**Additional research on video-to-home telehealth platforms**

Future research on all telehealth-to-home treatment modalities, with live synchronous therapist–patient contact is required, in order to accommodate a diverse array of clinical needs and patient preferences. To date, the majority of telehealth-to-home approaches have employed telephone or Internet-based platforms. Video-to-home treatments are just emerging, with exciting research in this area currently underway. For example, the VA Healthcare System in the USA is leading several promising innovations in telehealth. While several successful clinic-based VA telemental health programs have previously been launched in the areas of chronic pain, bipolar disorder, insomnia, and psychogenic seizures, amongst others, the VA is now in the process of expanding its rollout of video-to-home videoconferencing for mental health services. This will allow veterans to access care via their home computers and will eliminate the need to travel to satellite clinics. Several VA policies are expected to increase the pace of telehealth service uptake. For example, to incentivize more people to utilize home telemedicine services, last year the VA removed copays for people who see a physician via telemedicine in their homes. Also underway are large-scale, noninferiority trials comparing evidence-based treatments delivered via video-to-home with in-person treatment. For example, Gros et al report on an ongoing trial examining prolonged exposure therapy for veterans with PTSD, comparing evidence-based treatments delivered via video-to-home and in-person delivery. As studies like these accrue, the field will have an evidence-base for a delivery mode that completely eliminates geographical barriers and allows instantaneous exchange of verbal and nonverbal communication between patients and providers.

### Increasing uptake and implementation of telehealth-to-home interventions amongst mental health treatment providers

Additional research on strategies to increase uptake and implementation of telehealth-to-home interventions amongst mental health treatment providers may prove beneficial. Telehealth-to-home interventions will radically transform the delivery of mental health services, marking a significant departure from the traditional model of office-based, face-to-face services. Accordingly, attitudes toward telehealth treatments among mental health providers are mixed, despite
Table 2 Effect sizes for quality of life outcome measures across telehealth interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of life category</th>
<th>Quality of life subcategory</th>
<th>QoL outcome 1: (effect size, QoL measure, citation)</th>
<th>QoL outcome 2: (effect size, QoL measure, citation)</th>
<th>QoL outcome 3: (effect size, QoL measure, citation)</th>
<th>QoL outcome 4: (effect size, QoL measure, citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical well-being</td>
<td>Physical functioning</td>
<td>2.02&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Sheehan Disability Scale&lt;sup&gt;34&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.31&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, SF-36 Physical Composite Scale&lt;sup&gt;77&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.28&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, SF-12 Physical Role Limitation&lt;sup&gt;75&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.20&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, SF-36 Physical Role Limitation Subscale&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adherence to disease-modifying therapies</td>
<td>4.5&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Interferon Medical Treatment Adherence&lt;sup&gt;63&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.20&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, HAART Medication Adherence Scale&lt;sup&gt;73&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical complications of medical disease</td>
<td>0.50&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Symptoms Checklist&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical activity level</td>
<td>1.55&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Duke Activity Status Index&lt;sup&gt;37&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.56&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Steps Per Day as proxy for physical activity&lt;sup&gt;75&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.55&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, 7-Day Physical Activity Recall&lt;sup&gt;84&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental well-being</td>
<td>Enjoyment and satisfaction with life</td>
<td>1.83&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.88&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Subjective QoL rating (1–10)&lt;sup&gt;76&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.70&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, SF-12 Emotional Role Limitation&lt;sup&gt;75&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.61&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Quality of Life Inventory&lt;sup&gt;48&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burden</td>
<td>1.12&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, DASS-Stress subscale&lt;sup&gt;110&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.42&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Subjective Burden Rating&lt;sup&gt;84&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal resourcefulness</td>
<td>1.41&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Perceived Competence Scale&lt;sup&gt;75&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global assessment of functioning</td>
<td>3.73&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Patient Global Improvement Scale&lt;sup&gt;58&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.57&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, SF-36 Mental Composite Scale&lt;sup&gt;77&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.36&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, SF-36 Mental Composite Scale&lt;sup&gt;75&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.30&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, OQ-45&lt;sup&gt;72&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal gains</td>
<td>1.00&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Mobility Inventory: Alone&lt;sup&gt;53&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.60&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Penn State Worry Questionnaire&lt;sup&gt;46&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.58&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Confidence As A Speaker&lt;sup&gt;50&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and occupational functioning</td>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>0.49&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Support Assistance&lt;sup&gt;81&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.15&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Social Feedback Questionnaire&lt;sup&gt;85&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social role functioning</td>
<td>0.64&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Work Social Adjustment&lt;sup&gt;100&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.36&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, SF-36 Social Functioning Subscale&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table includes effect size measures from all studies highlighted in the text, where data for effect size calculations were available; <sup>a</sup>indicates a Cohen’s d effect size; <sup>b</sup>indicates an odds ratio effect size.

Abbreviations: HAART, highly active antiretroviral therapy; SF, Short Form; OQ, Outcome Questionnaire; DASS, Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale; QoL, quality of life.

Theoretical and empirical promise. A survey of Norwegian clinicians’ views on the use of the Internet in therapy indicated that many were ambivalent and a minority had negative perspectives. Furthermore, therapists specializing in CBT were more likely to feel positively towards the use of the Internet in therapy than those working in a psychodynamic mode. This finding may be related to the emphasis placed on the therapeutic relationship in psychodynamic circles, and the supposition that the development of this relationship requires face-to-face contact.

Additionally, in one trial, the authors reported that therapists initially reported fears about videoconferencing that seemed allayed by increasing experience with the technology. Other studies reveal provider apprehension about videoconferencing-based telehealth with regard to problems with nonverbal cues, alliance, and technical difficulties. Some evidence also suggests that providers may have greater concerns about alliance with this technology than patients. As the field examines the transformative potential of telehealth, the provider perspective will be critical, and providers are best viewed as...
stakeholders. The field can be best responsive to providers by understanding the nature of their discomfort and carrying out research that addresses the questions raised by these concerns.

**National, legislative reform to establish fair and appropriate reimbursement parameters for telemental health-to-home services**

At the current time, in the USA, telemental health-to-home services are reimbursed by third party payers under a very narrow set of circumstances, if at all. Regulatory and reimbursement policies vary considerably across states and are constantly evolving. Thus, regulatory and reimbursement factors presently do not generalize across institutions in the USA. Education, as well as legislative and regulatory reform, is needed to increase reimbursement for telehealth services, to the level that is obtained for the provision of in-person treatment. Importantly, telehealth-to-home does not offer less, and in many cases offers more than in person treatment, for those facing major barriers to mental health care utilization.

**Standardized definitions of telehealth-to-home care to facilitate provider engagement and reimbursement**

This definition should not be limited to one type of delivery platform. For example, both telephone and videoconferencing-to-home interventions hold great promise and require levels of time, skill, and expertise comparable with in-person treatment, and should be reimbursed as such. It is in the best interests of those served when the treatment delivery platform is dictated by clinical need and patient preference versus regulatory restrictions.

**Systematic approaches for measuring cost-effectiveness of telehealth-to-home interventions**

To date, there is no systematic strategy for determining the cost-benefit of telehealth interventions, and few studies have monitored cost-effectiveness as an outcome. Some studies have tracked the number of depression-free days (although there is no universally accepted definition as to what this is worth in dollars or QoL), as well as the decrease in need for inpatient medical services over time. For example, Godleski et al found that clinic-based videoconferencing resulted in a 25% decrease in inpatient psychiatric hospitalizations over a 4-year period. Other research groups have confirmed similar findings.

Cost-effectiveness has also been measured by comparing interventions based on the amount of clinical improvement per dollar invested in care, either by the patient, the health care system, or both. A study that compared videoconference and face-to-face psychiatric depression treatments for 495 rural patients in Canada showed that clinical outcomes for the two interventions were comparable, and that the telehealth intervention was roughly 10% less expensive to implement, suggesting a cost-effectiveness advantage for telehealth by the metric described above. Although this was not a telehealth-to-home study since the videoconference treatment was delivered at a primary care facility, its cost-effectiveness metric could be applied to telehealth-to-home interventions. Furthermore, a major source of cost inefficiency for mental health services pertains to missed appointments. Missed appointments leave agencies paying for operational costs for time slots that remain unfilled. The potential for telehealth-to-home to reduce missed appointments therefore may help improve this inefficiency. Studies addressing this question will likely provide much needed policy information for mental health administrators.

Prospective longitudinal studies capturing a diverse array of service utilization parameters, including referrals for laboratory work and other diagnostic tests, are required to more comprehensively address issues of cost-effectiveness. Costs associated with both medical and psychiatric service utilization should be captured, given that suboptimally treated mental health conditions significantly increase the risk of physical and cognitive deterioration. Unique cost-effectiveness paradigms are likely to be required for screening, prevention, and intervention services, as well as for synchronous and asynchronous models of treatment delivery.
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